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Presentation Information
 This presentation is a revision to Phasor Diagrams, presented at the 

Hands-On Relay School for many years by Ron Alexander.
 Much of the content in this presentation is based on J. Lewis 

Blackburn’s fantastic reference: Protective Relaying Principles and 
Applications (multiple editions).

 Our Primary Objective for this presentation is to enhance attendee 
knowledge by:
 Reviewing Phasor fundamentals
 Examining In-Service/Load checks

 Our Secondary Objective (time permitting) will add:
 Reviewing Fault Phasors
 Using phasors to determine phase shift across three-phase transformer 

banks



Phasors – Why?
• Tool for understanding the power system during 

load and fault conditions.
• Assists a person in understanding principles of relay 

operation for testing and analysis of relay 
operations.

• Allows technicians to simulate faults that can be 
used to test relays.

• Common language of power protection engineers 
and technicians.

• Provides both mathematical and graphical view of 
System conditions.



Phasor Definitions
 A line used to represent a complex electrical quantity as a 

vector. (Google)

 A rotating vector representing a quantity, such as an alternating 
current or voltage, that varies sinusoidally. (Collins Dictionary)

 A vector that represents a sinusoidally varying quantity, as a 
current or voltage, by means of a line rotating about a point in 
a plane, the magnitude of the quantity being proportional to 
the length of the line and the phase of the quantity being equal 
to the angle between the line and a reference line. 
(Dictionary.com)



Phasor Representation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note Star/Asterisk on the Power Diagram. This is not universal; many utilities (and Blackburn) list +Q as ‘up’ from the Origin, not down as shown. More to come…Normally, the phasor magnitude represents the RMS maximum value of the positive half cycle of the sinusoid.Phasors are primarily used within the context of steady state alternating linear systems (systems that are steadily running at one frequency, and all phasors plotted are of that same frequency).The term ‘phasor’ can also be applied to related complex quantities that are not time dependent, such as impedance and power. While represented as phasors, the impedance and power phasors do not rotate at system frequency.



Phasor Rotation

 Here we can see a plot of an electrical quantity and its phasor 
representation.

 Note the phasor has a constant (usually RMS) magnitude that rotates 
while the actual electrical quantity varies sinusoidally over time.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The international standard is that phasors always rotate in the counterclockwise direction. However on phasor diagrams phasors are always shown ‘fixed’ for a given condition because all phasors on a given diagram are compared to a ‘reference phasor’, which has the same frequency.For this animation, we are not using a reference phasor, so the phasor has no fixed relationship.



Multiple Phasors

 Here we can see two phasors of the same frequency rotating.
 Note that their phase relationship to each other is constant – in 

this case, the blue phasor leads the red phasor by some 
constant angle that does not change.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since phasors are generally representing AC voltages and currents that go through 360 degrees sixty times per second it isn’t very convenient for analysis to try and view them as they rotate.We are usually much more interested in the phase relationship between waveforms than their rotational velocity, so finding a way to ‘freeze’ the picture is very helpful.Using a ‘reference’ phasor of the same frequency (or even one of the phasors we are interested in) as the ‘reference’, we effectively ‘freeze’ the rotation and the phasors effectively become static.So while we consider that the waveforms represented by phasors are sinusoidal waveforms constantly ‘rotating’, in practice, phasor diagrams are always static.



PLOTTING PHASORS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note Star/Asterisk on the Power Diagram. ‘VARS Out’ is down in this diagram. More to come…Phasor diagrams generally require a circuit diagram.  The phasor diagram has a indeterminate or vague meaning unless it is accompanied by a circuit diagram.



Phasor Representation
Consider an example phasor ‘c’ having a magnitude 

of 120VRMS and a phase angle of 30 degrees:
Rectangular Form: c = x + jy
 c = 104 + j60 V

Polar Form: c = |c|∠θ
 c = 120∠30° V

Complex Form: c = |c|(cosθ + jsinθ)
 c = 120(cos(30) + jsin(30)) V

Exponential Form: c = |c|ejθ

 c = 120ej30 V

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are multiple ways of representing phasors. Rectangular and Polar forms are most often used by Relay Technicians and are the two forms we will primarily use in this presentation.



 Rectangular <> Polar Conversion:
 Rectangular Form: c = x + jy

 c = 104 + j60

 Polar Form: c = c∠θ
 c = 120∠30°

 Trig Functions (right triangles only):
 Sin(θ) = opposite / hypotenuse
 Cos(θ) = adjacent / hypotenuse
 Tan(θ) = opposite / adjacent

 Pythagorean Theorem
 c2 = a2 + b2

Phasor Conversion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s worth the time to do a quick conversion review.Basic Trig functions help us convert from one form to another, but modern calculators and smartphones can do the work for us.



 Rectangular to Polar Conversion:
 Rectangular Form: c = x + jy

 c = 104 + j60
 c2 = a2 + b2

 c2 = 1042 + 602 >> c = 120
 Tan (θ) = opposite / adjacent

 Tan (θ) = 60 / 104 >> θ = 30°

 Converted: c = 120∠30°

Phasor Conversion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that there are multiple ways of using math/trig to convert from one form of phasor to another. Whatever method one uses to achieve the conversion that is comfortable.It is convenient when using trig functions to find a function that uses two ‘knowns’ to give you the ‘unknown’ you are looking for. For example, knowing the x and y coordinates we see the formula c2 = a2 + b2 uses the x and y values (a and b in the formula) to provide us the hypotenuse >> ‘c’.



 Polar to Rectangular Conversion:
 Polar Form: c = |c|∠θ

 c = 120∠30°
 Sin(θ) = o/h

 o = h* Sin(θ)
 o = 120 * Sin(30) = 60

 Cos(θ) = a/h
 a = h * Cos(θ)
 a = 120 * Cos(30) = 104

 Converted: c = 104 + j60

Phasor Conversion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that depending on what quadrant you are operating in you may need to verify that your result is in the same quadrant as the original phasor.arctan() / Tan-1 functions always return results less than 90° so the conversion may need to be rotated into the correct quadrant.Calculator conversion between forms is very convenient and useful, once a person is comfortable doing the conversions on their own.



Operators
 Two ‘Operators’ related to phasors are commonly used in the 

Power world: ‘j’ and ‘a’
 Mathematically ‘j’ is an imaginary number representing the 

imaginary (reactive) portion of a phasor: j = √-1
 Graphically, it is a ‘rotator’ constant with an angle of 90°
 It can also be viewed as a ‘unit phasor’ always having a value of 

1∠90°
 The ‘a’ Operator, commonly used when working with 

Symmetrical Components.
 Graphically it is a ‘rotator’ constant with an angle of 120°
 It is also a ‘unit phasor’ with a value of 1∠120°

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that we often manipulate ‘Operators’. Some examples:-j >> Rotate Clockwise 90°j2 >> Rotate Counter-Clockwise (CCW) 180°J2 = -1 Mathematically; reverse the phasor graphicallya >> Rotate  CCW 120°a2 >> Rotate CCW 240°-a >> Rotate CW 120°a3 >> Rotate CCW 360° >> Back to original phasor (This example just for reference; not much reason to do this).



 Two common operations are performed with phasors:
 Adding / Subtracting
 Multiplying / Dividing

 It’s generally easier to add/subtract in rectangular form and 
easier to multiply/divide in polar form.

 When adding/subtracting in rectangular form, add/subtract the 
real and reactive components (respectively):
 Example: (2+j3) + (3+j4) = (5+j7)

 When multiplying/dividing in polar form, multiply/divide the 
magnitude, and add/subtract the angle:
 Example: (10∠30°) * (5∠45°) = 50∠75°)

Combining Phasors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that most calculators/apps are powerful enough to perform phasor math functions without converting to the same form.For example, one could add a phasor in rectangular format to a phasor in polar format and then give the result in whatever format is desired.



 You can also add vectors 
graphically by connecting them 
head to tail.

 The resultant is the phasor 
originating at the origin of the 
first arrow and ending at the 
head of the last arrow.

 Here, if we have the following:
 Va = 120∠0°V
 Vb = 120∠-120°V
 Vc = 120∠120°V

 Va + Vb + Vc = 0

Adding Phasors Graphically

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this example we want to verify the delta connection on a control transformer is safe to ‘close’ (verifying no phases are inadvertently reversed, which could cause a bolted fault).We are summing the induced voltages at the open connection. If the phasor sum is zero, then the delta is safe to close (in a de-energized state of course).Consider what broken delta voltage exists if one phase is inadvertently reversed. Now instead of summing to ‘zero’ the resultant is now twice the magnitude of any of the original voltages:Va = 1200°VVb = 12060°V (reversed)Vc = 120120°VResultant = 24060°V; this makes sense, as the voltage that should be ‘bringing us back to zero/origin’ is now going the opposite direction and adding to the voltage from the other phases instead.Also consider that when the delta is closed, two wires are being connected; if there is voltage between them, current will flow. For transformers, if this mistake is made enough current can flow to effectively destroy the transformer through the physical forces developed on the windings.



 In this example, the VAB voltage is VA-VB. We subtract VB by 
reversing the VB phasor and adding it to VA.

 VAB = VA-VB = VA+(-VB)

Adding Phasors Graphically

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this case our resultant of our phasor addition is not zero; note the resultant phasor from the origin has a 30° shift and is 3 times bigger than the phase voltage.Note that we subtract VB because the windings in a Wye connection are hooked up with polarity marks ‘opposing’ each other when you examine voltage between any two phases.We’ll talk more about polarity shortly…



Sinusoidal Waveforms
 Note that adding or subtracting sinusoidal waveforms simply 

produces a resultant sinusoidal waveform of the same 
frequency.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using our example from the previous page, if we take VA and add –VB we get a new sinusoidal waveform VAB:



Which One is Easier?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examining relationships of electrical quantities is much easier with phasors than examining waveforms.



Phasors – Conjugation
Most commonly used in power calculation: 

P=EI where the conjugate of I is sometimes 
used and shown as: P=EI*

Conjugates:
 c = x - jy
 c = c∠-Φ
 c = |c|(cosΦ - jsinΦ)
 c = |c|e-jΦ

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phasors are sometimes ‘conjugated’ when performing calculations involving them. When they are conjugated, their reactive component is simply reversed.This is typically done to force a phasor into a specific quadrant for convenience in interpreting what a resultant phasor is representing and having it align with similar data.



Phasors – Conjugation
 Calculating: P = E * I we get:

 P = 120∠0°V * 0.42 ∠-45°A = 50.9∠-45°VA
 Placing this phasor on one of our previous 

Power Flow diagrams gives →→→

 But Blackburn and many others use +Q in 
the 1st Quadrant.

 If we calculate P using the conjugate of 
the current: P = E * I*

 P = 120∠0°V * 0.42 ∠+45°A = 50.9∠+45°VA
 This places P in the 1st Quadrant.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consider the following circuit: note that the load is a resistor/inductor combination for which power flow is ‘Watts Out / VARS Out’.



Phasors – Conjugation
 It’s extremely important to remember that phasor diagrams are 

descriptors of circuit information. How they are placed on a diagram 
does not change the electrical qualities of a circuit.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Confusion sometimes occurs when personnel from different companies are comparing power phasors when the companies do not use the same ‘power axes’ standard.Note that in this example, both diagrams are correct; one company uses the conjugate for power calculations, while the other does not. Both correctly reflect the qualities of the circuit they are representing when placed on the corresponding power axes.In this example, a simple consideration of the circuit configuration (inductor/resistor, current lags voltage) can help clarify that the power diagram should show Watts Out / VARS Out regardless of which convention is used.



Phase Sequence
 Phase Sequence is the order in which phasors pass a reference 

point.
 In Symmetrical Components, you will hear the terms: positive 

sequence, negative sequence, and zero sequence.
 Positive Sequence = ABC
 Negative Sequence = ACB.
 Zero sequence is all 3 phases rotating together at the same angle.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that phase sequence and phase rotation are often interchanged in discussion but this can lead to confusion since phase sequence can vary but phase rotation by standard is always CCW.Not stated above, but for Symmetrical Components each ‘set’ is uniform in that all phases have the same magnitude. In the first two sets all phases are exactly 120 degrees apart; for zero sequence they are perfectly in-phase.



Resistor AC Response
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note the power waveform exists entirely above the X-axis, representing energy transfer from the source to the load twice per cycle.A good analogy is sawing a log, regardless of which direction you saw, you transfer energy to the cutting of the log. 



Inductor AC Response

Phasor Diagram
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note the power waveform is equally above and below the x-axis, representing energy transfer to the inductor when building the magnetic field, and back to the source when the field collapses.



Capacitor AC Response

Phasor Diagram
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note the power waveform is equally above and below the x-axis, representing energy transfer to the capacitor when building the electric field, and back to the source when the field discharges.



Phasor Nomenclature

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phasor Nomenclature is important because it is used to relate electrical circuit properties to other individuals or for documentation purpose but there is no Standard for it. Thus, it creates difficulties between creators of phasor information and the reviewers of the same information when the same standard is not followed.In many cases a reviewer will have to interpret the phasor information, and (unfortunately) often not enough data is provided to make a solid determination.Blackburn references this when noting phasor diagrams that don’t contain corresponding circuit diagrams are ‘indeterminate’; basically, one has to trust the originator of the information because there is not enough data to make an independent determination.This presentation/author practice and support the nomenclatures used by J. Lewis Blackburn. That is not to say other nomenclatures are not equally valid since as we noted, there is no universal ‘standard’.What is most important is that whatever information is provided is clear enough that a colleague in the industry who might look at the data can properly interpret it, even if it is not all nomenclature they are used to.Without adequate information a reviewer may not be able to confirm things like the following:Proper connection of transformersProper connection of directional relaysEnergy usage for metered loads



Phasor Nomenclature

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some guidelines on Nomenclature: Confusion often arises when using voltage ‘drops’ and ‘rises’. Blackburn recommends just using voltage ‘drops’.Blackburn recommends thinking of voltage as an ‘across’ quantity and current as a ‘through’ quantity.Current with a single subscript should have an assumed current direction shown (arrow).Current with a double subscript also defines an assumed direction.Voltages can use a single subscript but in our drawing direction is defined through use of a polarity symbol (+).Voltages are also defined with double subscripts.Directions are assumed to be during the positive half cycle of AC signals.Note that in the circuit diagram directions are assumed and are not ‘phasors’.



Phasor Nomenclature
 Phasor diagrams can be drawn ‘open’ or ‘closed’.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ‘Open’ phasor diagram is recommended under most conditions to avoid confusion.‘Closed’ phasor diagrams are often misinterpreted, especially when dealing with 3-phase transformers.



Polarity
 Current into the primary 

polarity and out of the 
secondary polarity are 
(essentially) in-phase.

 Voltage drop from polarity 
to non-polarity on both 
windings are (essentially) 
in-phase.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Phasor Discussion isn’t complete without some review of polarity – specifically transformer polarity.Most Power and Instrument Transformers are ‘Subtractive’, while distribution transformers are sometimes either.Polarity marks vary (dot, ‘X’, square, etc.) but define instantaneous direction.Some interesting thoughts regarding polarity:Transformer polarity is essentially defined by how leads are brought out of the transformer.A transformer follows laws of physics and is not aware of how someone labeled it. For example, a subtractive transformer works exactly the same if both polarity marks are moved to the opposite side of the transformer… Also, consider that instantaneous polarity is the same from non-polarity to polarity on both sides of a subtractive transformer…Some interesting thoughts regarding polarity: When we tie transformers together polarity becomes extremely important. In Delta connections an incorrectly installed voltage transformer will cause a short circuit. It is common practice for current transformers to be installed with their polarity marks ‘away’ from the equipment they are installed on.Having a good understanding of polarity can help one solve many problems.



Polarity and 
Phasors

 When dealing with 
Phasors, we make 
assumptions about 
current and voltage 
polarity on our circuit 
diagram so polarity is 
also extremely 
important.

 Consider the following 
circuit: we’ll do ‘in-
service’ checks of the 
relays in the bottom 
current circuit. Chemawa 

Substation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note CT polarity marks ‘away’ from equipment.



Phasors in Practice
 Here we’ve zoomed in on the current circuit we are interested in:
 We’ll assume for convenience that the normal load flow for this 

circuit is from the Main Bus out into the line – the ‘up’ direction on 
this print.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On circuit diagrams assumed directions and polarities are not critical, as the phasor diagram will confirm if the assumptions were correct, and provide the correct magnitudes and phase relations.



Phasors in Practice
 Now we’ll plan on where we will take secondary current 

readings. The test switches are made for this so we’ll use 
terminals 11/12, 15/16, and 19/20 on test switch 3L.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note shorting circuit on 3L 9/10, 13/14, and 17/18. Test insertion points are on highlighted section of 3L. Pulling blades on left side of 3L shorts 18/20, 14/16, and 10/12 putting the current circuit in parallel with the relay (bypass).Note that pulling the shorting blades does not ‘short’ the CT, it only ‘shorts’ the relay; this can be extremely important for CT Safety to understand this.



Phasors in Practice
 We’ll also plan on checking the voltages to the relays for proper 

magnitude and polarity.
 We’ll use the same 3L test switch, terminals 1-8.



Phasors in Practice
 Which of the following phasor diagrams is correct for the circuit we are 

doing in-service on?
 It is indeterminate / uncertain; both could be correct, or wrong…

 Why?
 We haven’t completed our circuit diagram (which we know should accompany 

our phasor diagram).



Phasors in Practice
 Since we already assumed a load flow direction, now we just need to show on our 

circuit diagram our assumed polarity at our measurement point.
 This determines how we ‘jack in’ to the current circuit using a phase-angle meter. 

In this diagram we will insert test equipment with assumed current ‘in’ on 
terminals 11, 15, and 19.
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Direction 
of Load 
Flow



Phasors in Practice
 Let’s show/document our measurement points for the voltages 

too.
 VAN = (3L) 1-7, VBN = (3L) 3-7, VCN = (3L) 5-7 

VA

VB

VC

VN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember currents are a ‘through’ quantity while voltages are an ‘across’ quantity.



In-Service Sheet
 Here is a in-service 

sheet based on our 
work and our 
measurements 
based on our 
circuit diagram.

 What does it tell 
us?

 It tells us our 
‘assumed’ current 
direction was 
correct, and load is 
flowing from 
Chemawa to 
Santiam. It also 
tells us the load at 
Santiam is 
moderately 
Inductive.

173 100
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that when using phase angle meters it is extremely important to be aware of whether the ‘test’ reading ‘leads’ or ‘lags’ the reference circuit. Mistakes are sometimes made plotting phase angles and that obviously causes problems with interpretation…



Phasors in Practice
 Revisiting this slide, it appears Phasor Diagram #1 is correct – at least when 

it is paired with the circuit diagrams we’ve previously looked at.
 But is Phasor Diagram #2 right or wrong?
 Let’s consider that a 2nd Relay Technician took the phasor readings for 

diagram #2 and let’s consider that they used the following circuit diagrams.



Phasors in Practice
 For Relay Technician #2 they assumed the direction of load flow was from Santiam 

to Chemawa – reverse to Technician #1.
 Based on assumed current direction, Tech #2 ‘jacked in’ to the current circuit using 

a phase-angle meter with assumed current ‘in’ on terminals 12, 16, and 20.
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Assumed 
Direction 
of Load 
Flow

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that the circuit being measured is the same, but Tech #2 is jacking into the current circuit with the opposite polarity as Tech #1.



Phasors in Practice
 Tech #2 used the same ‘across’ process for the voltages.
 VAN = (3L) 1-7, VBN = (3L) 3-7, VCN = (3L) 5-7 

VA

VB

VC

VN



In-Service Sheet
 Here is the in-

service sheet for 
Tech #2.

 What does it tell 
us?

 It tells us our 
‘assumed’ current 
direction was 
incorrect, and 
load is actually 
flowing from 
Chemawa to 
Santiam. It also 
tells us the load at 
Santiam is 
moderately 
Inductive.

173 100
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that the labels on the load diagram are setup for an assumed current direction ‘out’ into the line. At many companies, the standard for taking in-service readings is to use an assumed load flow direction ‘out’ of the circuit being measured, even if you know ahead of time the load flow is ‘in’.



Phasors in Practice
 Now we can see why the circuit diagram is vital in making a 

determination of whether phasors are correct… or not…
 In this case, interpretation of the phasors proved both to be 

correct, when each is properly tied to its circuit diagram.
 Phasors without an associated circuit diagram are essentially 

unprovable and of questionable value…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This example illustrates why one should not just assume phasors are correct or incorrect because they appear to be in a certain position…



Phasor Fundamentals Review
 Important Phasor fundamentals:

 Phasor Representation
 Phasor Nomenclature
 Combining Phasors
 Circuit Diagrams
 Phase Rotation and Phase Sequence
 Polarity

 As Blackburn notes in his book:
 Phasor fundamentals are essential aids in selection, connection, 

operation, performance, and testing of protection for power 
systems.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This completes our Primary Objective for this presentation to enhance Power worker knowledge by:Reviewing Phasor fundamentalsExamining In-Service/Load checks



Fault Phasors

 These fault types are (relatively) easy to understand; only one requires some 
consideration (Phase-to-Phase Fault) but even it is not hard once you consider 
some fault Fundamentals.



Fault Phasors

 Transmission line faults are almost always inductive; let’s examine 
why:
 Transmission line impedance is based on the length of line, the type of 

conductor, and the type and spacing of the structures the line is installed on.
 When the line is loaded with normal shunt loads, the transmission line 

impedance is (for the most part) negligible and the loading and phase angle is 
determined by the load impedance; thus the load angles can be 
inductive/resistive/capacitive.

 When a line faults, the load impedance is bypassed (shunted) and the fault 
current is limited by the source voltage and the impedance of the transmission 
line itself.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transmission line impedances, like Chemawa-Santiam above have relatively low values of resistance and reactance, but the fault current angle is determined by the ratio of resistance and reactance and we can see above that the reactance is significantly greater than the resistance.



Fault Phasors

 It’s important to note that given a uniform 
transmission line the fault angle will not 
vary for a fault anywhere on the 
transmission line.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an important concept to understand; while the fault current will increase the closer the fault is to a relay/source, the fault angle will remain the same anywhere on the line.Consider that faults farther away have higher resistance between source and fault but they have a corresponding higher reactance as well and the ratio between the two remains the same. Alternately, faults closer to the source have correspondingly less resistance and reactance – thus higher fault currents but at the same angle.In reality, conductors and line structures often vary on a transmission line so these angles may vary slightly but typically the variance is small and can be ignored.Transmission Line Fault angles vary and are typically larger on higher voltage lines.Lower voltage lines may have fault angles as low as 30°500kV or 765kV lines may have fault angles approaching 90°



Fault Phasors
 Let’s look at some standard fault 

phasors.

 To begin with, we’ll examine an 
ideal unfaulted system:
 We’ll use VAN as our reference.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phase-ground voltages are all the same magnitude.Phase-ground voltages are 120° apart in proper sequence.Line/Load currents are all the same magnitude.Line/Load currents are in positions dictated by load impedance(s).



1LG Fault – AG
 Assume a fault angle of 70°
 Assume 50% voltage collapse

 Key points:
 VAN is reduced by 50%
 IA increases and lags the Fault 

Voltage by the line angle, 70°

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phase-ground voltages in unfaulted phases are unaffected.�Phase-ground voltage in faulted phase is reduced – based on fault location; faults closer in will reduce voltage at relay location more than faults farther away.Load current in unfaulted phases is ignored for this drawing. Unfaulted phases are unaffected.Ground impedance is assumed to be zero for this example.This is the most common type of fault.



2LG Fault - BCG
 Assume a fault angle of 70°
 Assume 50% voltage collapse

 Key points:
 VBN and VCN are reduced by 50%
 IB and IC increase and lags their Fault 

Voltage by the line angle, 70°

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each faulted phase can essentially act independently of the other. Each fault voltage drives its own fault current.Note that each fault voltage collapses along its original phase angle; there is no rotation of fault voltages relative to their unfaulted state.



3LG Fault - ABCG
 Assume a fault angle of 70°
 Assume 50% voltage collapse

 Key points:
 All voltages are reduced by 50%
 All currents increase and lag their 

Fault Voltage by the line angle, 70°

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that we’ve covered all fault cases but one and they are essentially simple:Each faulted phase can essentially act independently of the other. Each fault voltage drives its own fault current. All voltages collapse along their original phase angle.That leaves just one type of fault with a small amount of added complexity…



2L Fault – BC
 Assume a fault angle of 70°
 Assume 50% voltage collapse

 Key points:
 The fault voltage is reduced by 

50%
 Fault current increases and lags 

the Fault Voltage by the line 
angle, 70°

 It should be recognized that the 
fault voltage and fault current are 
not line-to-ground quantities, but 
phase-to-phase.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At first glance this fault looks quite odd. The B-phase current lags the B-phase voltage by a relatively small amount, while the C-phase current lags the C-phase voltage by over 90 degrees, which seems impossible…The key to this type of fault is to recognize that when B-phase is faulted to C-phase, the driving voltage is VBC, not VBN. It is when we compare the fault current to VBC that we see that this fault is working almost exactly like the previous faults…



2L Fault – BC
 Assume a fault angle of 70°
 Assume 50% voltage collapse

 Key points:
 The fault voltage is reduced by 

50%
 Fault current increases and lags 

the Fault Voltage by the line 
angle, 70°

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we’ve added both the original VBN and VCN voltages to add clarity to our discussion.We see here that VBN and VCN rotate and shrink, and appear to violate our ‘rule’ that the voltages collapse on their original phase angle. But if we look closely we see that the actual fault voltage (VBC) does collapse on it’s original angle (-90°)…VBC has collapsed on it’s original line, and it is also 50% of its original value.



2L Fault – BC
 Assume a fault angle of 70°
 Assume 50% voltage collapse

 Key points:
 The fault voltage is reduced by 

50%
 Fault current increases and lags 

the Fault Voltage by the line 
angle, 70°

 It must be recognized that the 
fault voltage and fault current are 
not line-to-ground quantities, but 
phase-to-phase.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we are showing how the BC fault voltage is half its original value and we’ve also moved it to the origin (‘open’ diagram’) to highlight that its phase angle is at -90°.If we now consider that a BC fault drives current down the B-phase conductor it should look more appropriate that the current on that conductor lags the voltage driving it by 70°.Note that phase-to-phase faults still fall at the same line angle since even with two conductors involved, the ratio of reactance to resistance is the same.We can also consider that the fault current that travels down one conductor returns on the other; they are the same current and thus have the same value. The C-phase current is shown 180° out from the B-phase current because our reference is the same for both but one is travelling ‘out’ while the other is ‘in’.



2L Fault – BC
 Sum of Voltage Phasors must 

equal zero when ground is not 
involved.

 This can only happen when VBN and 
VCN rotate.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some people might notice that we could achieve the same VBC phasor at -90° by shrinking VBN and VCN along their original lines without rotation. This is logical, but can only happen when ground is involved.When ground is not involved, the sum of VAN+VBN+VCN=0. This diagram shows how by rotating the sum of the three phasors is still zero. Shrinking the original phasors without rotation would decrease the ‘x’ component of each phasor, thus making their sum not equal zero.Calculating VBN and VCN are fairly easy when you recognize the the ‘x’ component of each is ½ of VAN. Since VBC has collapsed to 50% of its original value, the ‘y’ component of VBN and VCN is ½ of the collapsed voltage. Using those numbers (and converting to polar) give the new magnitude and angle of both VBN and VCN. This is often necessary to calculate in order to apply test quantities to simulate a phase-to-phase fault.



2L Fault – CB
 Assume a fault angle of 70°
 Assume 50% voltage collapse

 Key points:
 The fault voltage is reduced by 

50%
 Fault current increases and lags 

the Fault Voltage by the line 
angle, 70°

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lastly, it should be noted that this all still works just fine if we call it a ‘C-B’ fault. The new fault voltage is now just VCB which is at 90° and the current ‘out’ is IC while the return current is IB.Notice how the fault current still lags the fault voltage by the correct amount and none of the fundamentals have broken down. Once again, the circuit itself hasn’t changed – just how it is viewed when using phasors to examine it.



Phasors and Transformers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can use our understanding of phasors and transformer polarity to easily solve virtually any 3-phase transformer connection.Consider this transformer nameplate. It appears this particular transformer can be hooked up with one of three different connections and related phase shifts.We can apply some known phasors to the primary of the transformer and solve the secondary to view the phase shift (if there is one) on the transformer. This method is extremely powerful.



Phasors and Transformers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Zooming in a little we can see that based on connections are made we get one of the following connections/phase shifts:Delta-Delta with zero phase shiftDelta-Wye with 30° Lagging phase shiftDelta-Wye with 30° Leading phase shiftInternational standard for viewing phase shift on a transformer is from higher voltage windings to lower voltage, generally using ‘Y’ or ‘D’ labels for Wye and Delta windings respectively. A ‘clock’ number in 30° increments from 1-11 is also added. Examples on next page.It is easiest to examine transformer phase shift by looking at the H1-H0 phase angle and comparing it to the X1-X0 phase angle.



Phasors and Transformers

Dd0
 Note use of upper case for high voltage winding and lower 

case for lower voltage winding.
 ‘Clock number’ is a multiple of 30° in the lagging direction.
 1 = 30 degree lag
 11 = 330 degree lag (30 degree lead)

Dyn1 Dyn11

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our phase shifts in more detail:Delta-Delta with zero phase shift = Dd0Delta-Wye with 30° Lagging phase shift = Dy1Delta-Wye with 30° Leading phase shift = Dy11If Neutral is brought out, N/n is added.Auto windings use ‘a’ indicator; example ‘Yan0’ for Auto Bank with neutral and no phase shift.Lower case also generally used for intermediate/tertiary windings.See IEC-60076-1 standard for more detail.



Phasors and Transformer 
Phase Shift

 Let’s try to plot some phase shifts through a sample transformer 
connection. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To begin we’ll use some starting phasors; using the standard ones from earlier in this presentation seems convenient. The primary is Wye connected, so this is also convenient in using our previous phasors.Note that knowing the individual transformer polarity is extremely important; if it is not known it must be found through testing.These connections can be made even with a mix of additive and subtractive transformers if they are properly marked and one understands their importance.For this type of problem we can generally ignore the currents so that also simplifies our analysis.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
It helps in analyzing 3-phase connections to view them one phase at a time. This simplifies things because we’ll examine each single-phase transformer as a ‘component’ and then when all three are done we’ll step back to look at the system as a whole.Our basic steps:Assign voltages to bushings/windingsFind the voltage drop across the 1st transformer; you then plot the secondary phasor (easy since there is (essentially) no phase shift on a single-phase transformer.Label the secondary phasor based on the bushing and bus names on the secondary winding.Repeat steps 2 and 3 for windings 2 and 3.Examine the secondary labeling and combine them as needed to determine phase shift.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assign voltages to bushings/windings: >> We’ll assign A-phase to H1, B-phase to H2, and C-phase to H3. We can do the same for X1/2/3 on the secondary for A/B/C phase.Find the voltage drop across the 1st transformer; you then plot the secondary phasor (easy since there is no phase shift on a single-phase transformer. >> For the 1st winding, the voltage from polarity to non-polarity is VAN. Thus we plot that phasor on the secondary.Label the secondary phasor based on the bushing and bus names on the secondary winding. >> Based on our phase/bushing labels, the voltage designation for the secondary phasor is X1-X2 / VABRepeat steps 2 and 3 for windings 2 and 3. >> H2-H0 / VBN becomes X2-X3 / VBC; H3-H0 / VCN becomes X3-X1 / VCAExamine the secondary labeling and combine them as needed to determine phase shift. >> Since the secondary is a Delta winding we need to close the phasor diagram to determine the transformer phase shift.



 Is this correct?
 No. There is no VAN / X1-X0 to use for our comparison to the 

primary to determine phase shift.
 You can sometimes ‘close’ a phasor diagram this way but you 

have to know when it is ok.

Closing our Phasor Diagram

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One problem with closed diagrams is the method people use to close them. This is what is most often done – simply connecting the heads of the phasors.It is only acceptable when the ‘tails’ of all phasors are a common point (like when they are all a neutral point >> Van / Vbn / Vcn for example).In this case they are not.What to do then?



 How to close a Delta Connection:
Now we can see that the secondary reference voltage 

lags the primary voltage by 30°
What is our connection type then?
 Yd1

Closing our Phasor Diagram

Closed Diagram

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How to close:Select any convenient phasor from our secondary. One that is along the x or y-axis is usually most convenient.Place it on its own without the other two phasors.Label the ends of the phasor based on the phasor polarity. We now know two parts of our closed ‘triangle’; all that is left is to determine the third point.Take either of the other two phasors and connect the appropriate end to its match on your first phasor. That should determine the third point.Confirm your third point by ensuring your last phasor falls into the last leg of the triangle.You can now find X1-X0 on a Delta by using the phase angle between that point and the triangle center.There are other methods to this type of work; this is one the author finds simple and convenient.



Practice Connections
 Here are some 

practice 
connections for 
you to try on your 
own.

 Phase Shift 
answers are listed 
in the notes.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A) YNyn0 (Auto Bank, no phase shift)B) YNd11 (30° Lead connection)C) YNd1 (30° Lag connection)D) YNd11 (30° Lead connection)Note that most transformers are generally 30° Lead or Lag but any combination of 30° angles is possible in a Delta/Wye or Wye/Delta transformer.



Phasors: Faults and Transformers
 Our Secondary Objective:

 Reviewing Fault Phasors
 Using phasors to determine phase shift across three-phase 

transformer banks

 As Blackburn notes in his book:
 Phasor fundamentals are essential aids in selection, connection, 

operation, performance, and testing of protection for power 
systems.

 Thanks for your time and participation!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since the school lectures have limited time, including this one – please consider and pass on to the Relay School whether you would prefer:More detail and less coverage of topics in the allotted time, orMore coverage of a wide range of topics with less detail, orMore detail and more coverage by asking for a 2nd time slot for this material.
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